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User requirements for e-Navigation Zone(s)
This report describes the user requirements for e-Navigation Zone(s). The report is divided into 2 sections
(appendixes). The first section describes the simulation scenario at Chalmers University in Göteborg,
Sweden, and it also describes thoroughly the users’ needs analyzed at the simulation. The second section
describes the workshops held at several potential users. The users are represented by a range of different
shipowners and organisations/services. The Mock-Up was presented and discussed as well as the general eNavigation aspects and the minutes are directly stated in this report.
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Appendix A Simulation report
Introduction
This simulation scenario was undertaken as part of a large EU project, EfficienSea, lasting 3 years with 17
participating organisations from 6 different countries around the Baltic Sea. One of the work packages in
the project concerns e-Navigation, which is a new concept for designing IT systems used in navigation and
communication. The purpose of the simulation was to make observations of human behaviour and
cooperation in a complex maritime environment. These observations would then hopefully shed some light
on interaction in larger social and technical networks. The goal was to analyse how people involved in the
navigation of ships work and communicate today, in order to identify the optimal solutions for navigation
tomorrow.
Another goal was to see if the simulation scenario could be used as a test bed for benchmarking of
technical and organizational innovations in shipping. By creating a “normal day in the Sound” the scenario
could be reused as a baseline condition for one type of nautical environment. The hypothesis is that it will
be possible to make comparisons between simulations with and without certain equipment,
communication methods or organizational patterns.
The study was performed during two days in March 2009 at Chalmers University of Technology in
Gothenburg, Sweden. We used the bridge simulators and adjacent offices to recreate the various shipping
actors in the Sound (Öresund). A role-playing scenario took place in which all participants played their own
respective professional role (e.g. officers on ships, VTS operators and pilots). All work stations were
manned with professionals. This allowed us to omit the use of manuscript and let the events develop as
they would any ordinary day in the Sound. The scenario was monitored by a group of researchers from the
simulator control room, and one observer was present on every work station (ship or shore workplace). The
observers took notes and asked prompting questions about performed actions. A special recording system
from VSL Systems, recorded all communication and its direction, length and frequency. This allowed us to
replay and analyse the scenario later. Photo documentation was also made.
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Baseline scenario:

The Sound Simulation

st

A normal day in the Sound. The traffic situation on February 21 2009 at 5 PM. (AIS data from
http://www.marinetraffic.com/ais )The red and the green tracks where the tracks deduced
from normal track patterns and used by participants in the simulation.
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Executive summary
This report describes the results of a simulation performed at Chalmers University as part of WP 4 in the
EfficienSea project. The purpose of the simulation was to make observations of human behaviour and
cooperation in a complex maritime environment so as to provide information on user needs for future eNavigation solutions and concepts. The simulation can also be used as a test bed for new systems and
solutions. Bridge simulators and adjacent offices were used to recreate the various shipping actors in the
Sound (Öresund). The scenario was monitored by researchers and all communication and its direction,
length and frequency was recorded in a system that allowed us to replay and analyse the scenario later.
Photos and observations were also collected.
The participants were all professionals, and at sea they were the passenger ship Royal Princess, with a
captain, a first officer and a helmsman, the tanker T C Gleisner with a captain and an officer and the coaster
Clarity 2 with a captain. Land-based participants were: The Sound VTS (Vessel Traffic Service) with an
operator, the Drogden Pilot with a pilot, Lyngby Radio with an operator, Malmö-Copenhagen Port with a
port official and the Joint Rescue and Communication Centre (JRCC) with an operator (telephone contact).
Important findings were:
•

Alarms and other disturbances on the bridge are increasing and pose a significant risk.

•

Training. With ever more complex bridge systems, training is increasingly important and should
perhaps be made within the domain of “serious gaming” in order to maintain interest and
stimulate learning.

•

Planning can be supported with intelligent integration of information needs regarding for instance
planning a voyage.

•

Communication is a two-fold issue. There is too much communication which is seen as disturbing
(VTS asking ships) but in reality serves a purpose (VTS checking status and awareness of ship crew),
whereas at other times there is too little communication. Situations in which the latter issue arises
is both in near-misses and collisions where ship officers are reluctant to communicate. There are
also examples of calls to the wrong participants and ships not answering calls.

•

Trust contains several issues but two are central, AIS and new technology in general.
o AIS is distrusted by many, in particular those who must depend on it – VTS operators and
ship’s officers. At the same time, more and more support systems are suggested based on
AIS – which really must be carefully considered.
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o As technology becomes more difficult to “see through” and understand, design must take
into account that if a system looks trustworthy, humans will trust it. This means that talking
about officers having too low or too high trust in equipment may be due to the design
emitting this capacity and not a flaw in human behaviour. Equipment design must ensure
that technical systems have redundancy and reliability.
•

Appendix A contains summarized findings of a parallel study performed with the Swedish Maritime
Administration for reference. The issue of shore-based, or remote, pilotage is discussed in regards
to the aims of e-Navigation. Appendix B contains some guidelines for the port authority.

Design suggestions
During the simulation and in the briefings and analysis sessions several suggestions of design improvements
were brought forward.
•

The Ping Ship Graphical Confirmation Dialogue. See main document under Discussion: Too little
communication.

•

VHF Channel Display. Have ships send, with the AIS information, which VHF channels their radio
sets are presently set to. See main document under Discussion: Ships not answering calls

•

3D naturalistic sound conning environment. See main document under Discussion: Too much
communication and Ships not aware of each other

•

On bridge WebCam. See main document under Discussion: Ships not answering calls

•

Integrate AIS and SafeSeaNet. See main document under Discussion: Trust.
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Objective
A day in The Sound. This simulation had three objectives:
1. To collect user needs for the ongoing work in WP 4 with a bridge mockup,
2. To provide results to the larger context on e-Navigation, i.e., the EfficienSea project and ongoing
work in IMO/IALA,
3. To provide a simulation scenario and a results baseline which can be used, partly or wholly, to
compare future suggested solutions (technical or organisational) emerging from the EfficienSea
project.
This report mainly focuses on the first objective.
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Figure 1. The traffic plan for the three ships during simulation. The blue dotted line is the passenger ship
Royal Princess starting from the south, the red line is the tanker T.C. Gleisner starting from the north and the
green line is the coaster Clarity 2 starting from the south. The afternoon times are passage times used
during the first day’s “normal” simulation, the morning times are from the second day’s “busy” simulation.
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Method
Simulation was used as a method to collect user needs and to map communications and information flow
among the participants of a 3 hour long scenario in the Sound between Sweden and Denmark (see Figure
1). The bridge simulator at Chalmers University of Technology in Göteborg was used with a three bridge
setup.
Simulators have been used for a long time in the maritime and the aviation industry both for training and
research. Human performance in simulators and in real environment has shown good correlations; see for
instance Nählinder (2009) for a recent example. For further examples of research on navigation made in
simulators see Donderi, Mercer, Hong & Skinner (2004)and Nilsson, Lützhöft, et al. (2007). For a
discussion on the validity of bridge simulators in training see for instance the Marine Board (1996).

The participants (see also Figure 2)
Sea based:
1. The passenger ship Royal Princess, with a captain, a first officer and a helmsman.
2. The tanker T C Gleisner with a captain and an officer.
3. The Coaster Clarity 2 with a captain.

Land based:
1. The Sound VTS (Vessel Traffic Service) with an operator
2. The Drogden Pilot with a pilot. (Shore based pilotage on day “busy” and as an onboard pilot on the
passenger ship in the “normal day” simulation.)
3. Lyngby Radio with an operator.
4. Malmö-Copenhagen Port with a port official (took little part in the simulation apart from being
interviewed, see appendix B for relevant findings).
5. The Joint Rescue and Communication Centre (JRCC) with an operator (telephone contact).
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The Sound VTS

Passenger ship
Royal Princess

Malmö-Copenhagen
Port

The Sound Pilot

Lyngby Radio

Tanker
T C Gleisner

Coaster
Clarity 2

JRCC Rescue Center

Other actors
(e.g. ships, coast guard)

Figure 2: the work stations in the simulation
The participants in the scenario could communicate using UHF radio sets. Four channels were available: 1 –
4, where channel 1 was designated as the general VHF watch channel 16, channel 2 was the pilot channel
13, channel 3 was the VTS working channel 71 and channel 4 was used as VHF working channel 69. Each
work stations also had a mobile phone that could be used to make calls between participants, and access to
a telephone number list.
All communication was recorded by VSL Systems AB from Linköping who set up a system listening to,
recording and synchronising all radio and phone traffic together with notes from the observers placed at
each participant/work station, photos taken during the simulation and screen dumps from the electronic
chart, all was placed in a time stamped database for later monitoring, replay and analysis. The database
was also used during the exercise to coordinate observer activities.

The scenario
The traffic ratio in the simulation was based on a normal day scenario. We had through the Danish
Maritime Safety Administration gained access to a 24 hour AIS recording of the traffic in the Sound on
2009-01-19 which was used to model the background traffic in the simulation. See Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Screendump from GateHouse’s software GAD where AIS data from 24 hrs in January 2009 were analyzed to determine
typical tracks in the Sound. These were then used to model the traffic in the simulation and extract three typical voyage plans for the
simulation participants along with the voyage patterns of surrounding traffic.

During two three-hour long scenarios the objective was to model an ordinary day in the Sound.

Narrative: Day 1, a “normal” day in the Sound
The simulation took place on March 19th 2009 at Chalmers full bridge simulator in Göteborg. As the
simulation started at 12.40 the passenger ship Royal Princess was northbound entering the Sound south of
Drogden lighthouse and the cargo ship Clarity 2 entered the Sound south of the bridge northbound through
the Flint Channel. Both ships were called by the VTS operator and asked for destination and draught.
efficiensea.org
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In the north the tanker T.C. Gleisner was approaching the Helsingborg – Helsingör ferry crossing
southbound by the Drogden channel. At 13.43 an unplanned incident occurred. Because the simulation
instructor was busy in the southern part of the Sound he did not notice that one of the ferries (which was a
non-playing character on “auto pilot”) was to give way to T.C. Gleisner according to Colregs. Of course the
ferry did not give way by turning starboard and passing aft of the tanker. The tanker who under rule 17a
should maintain course and speed did so until the last minute when she, as required under rule 17 b, did an
evasive manoeuvre by doing a full 360 degree round turn. No attempt was made from the tanker to contact
the ferry before the turn was ordered.
In the southern Sound Royal Princess called for a pilot at 12.45. The pilot boarded at 13.00 to take the ship
through the narrow Drogden channel (see Figure 4). As the air draught of Royal Princess (55 meters)
exceeded the 35 meters allowed for the passage of Kastrup airport a call was made to the VTS and further
relayed to the airport which stops starts and landings on one of the runways during the passage.

Figure 4.At 13.03 the pilot is onboard the Royal Princess. From the left: the helmsman, the observer, the pilot and the captain. The first
officer is seated outside the picture to the right. Photo from the bridge simulator.
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Royal Princess now proceeded uneventfully northward with pilot onboard through the Drogden channel.
After having passed the channel the pilot leaves Royal Princess at 13.55 and then the ship proceeds north in
the Sound, passes east of the island Ven and crosses the Helsingborg – Helsingör ferry crossing at 10.14.
The coaster Clarity 2 has an uneventful voyage through the Flint channel and north through the Sound. Just
before she enters the TSS (traffic separation scheme) Helsingborg – Helsingör she is passed by the Royal
Princess. Clarity 2 adjusts her position to starboard to make sure Royal Princess will overtake her on her
port side.
At 15.00 the pilot boards the southbound T.C. Gleisner to take her through the Drogden channel.
The simulation is suspended at about 15.40.

Narrative: Day 2, a “busy” day in the Sound
On the second day of the simulation, March 20th 2009, the scenario started at 9 o’clock. The scenario starts
out the same as the day before: the same ships, the same crew and the same routes. At 9.07 Royal Princess
called Sound pilot and asks for assistance through Drogden channel. Assistance was this time given with an
approximation of remote pilotage with the pilot stationed in the VTS centre. For there the pilot guided
Royal Princess over VHF channel 71. At 9.25, as the Royal Princess was passing through the channel, the
captain received a telephone call from the shipowner who needed to have the company inspector, who
was on board the Royal Princess, put ashore. Arrangements were made to have the pilot boat pick him up
as the ship passed Copenhagen. The pilot redirected Royal Princess through the inner channel closer to
Copenhagen where the pilot boat picked up the inspector at about 10.20. After that Royal Princess
returned to her planned route north and at 10.28 the conn was returned to the captain from the land
based pilot.
From the north the tanker TC Gleisner has this time uneventfully passed the Helsingborg – Helsingör ferry
crossing and approaches Drogden. At 10.26 the bridge received a telephone call from the engine room
requesting a spare part to be sent out from Copenhagen. The captain arranged with the Sound pilot to have
a boat sent out. Meanwhile TC Gleisner will deviate from the fairway and proceed through the anchorage at
minimum speed. Soon after the problems with her main engine got worse and she had to require a
berthing place in Copenhagen for repair. While waiting TC Gleisner dropped anchor at 10.55. Soon
afterwards the port confirmed a berthing place on condition that the tanker was not carrying class 1 or 2 oil
cargo. TC Gleisner then received shore based pilot to berth and heaved anchor at 11.05 and proceeded to
port. But at 11.30 the engine room has evidently fixed the problem and TC Gleisner resumed her voyage for
Riga with shore based pilot through Drogden. Royal Princess passed Helsingborg – Helsingör uneventfully at
12.00 and shortly after the simulation was suspended.
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Debriefings
On both days an individual debriefing was held by each observer with their respective work station. After
this a joint debriefing was held on day one. During this debriefing the key words from IALA:s e-navigation
concept (collect, integrate, exchange, present and analyse) were used to focus the discussion. On day two,
individual debriefings were held, followed by a grouped debriefing in which “shore stations” sat together
and “ship stations” sat together. This allowed for more ship/shore related feedback, after which the two
groups joined in a final debriefing and general discussion session.

Results/issues found
This section reports our findings from this and related studies. It is followed by a discussion section in which
the issues are treated in more depth and suggestions for solutions given.
For the analysis of the recorded data VSL from Linköping provided a software analysis platform, CITE
Explorer and CITE Observer where all radio and telephone communication as well as the observations from
the observers and photo documentation was laid out on a time line (see screen dump in Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Screen dump from the VSL tool CITE Explorer showing the timeline of the first day’s simulation. Entries from the observers,
link map for VHF communications and a photo from the tanker’s bridge.

The CITE Explorer was very helpful in the analysis process. Below follow a selection of results.

Alarms
Bridge alarms were turned off during this simulation (e.g., all alarms not relating to bridge instruments).
One would think that this might pass unnoticed but several participants commented on the absence of
alarms as being a relieving experience. These are yet more testimonies for the long-awaited alarms
management system.

Training
An observation was that although one and a half hours of training on the bridge equipment in the
simulators (Transas 4000) was provided, the participating professionals had problems handling the ECDIS
and the radar (buttons, menus, how to handle the software). This observation correlates well with
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comments made in several places in The Nautical Institute’s recent guide book From paper chart to ECDIS: a
practical voyage plan (Gale, 2009): that there is a need for training in using bridge software (in this case
ECDIS) and that such training generally is lacking. This was also a comment in the debriefing: often a new
officer on his/her first watch onboard a new ship is left alone to learn to handle an unknown brand of ECDIS
or radar.

Planning
Information collection
One of the observers noted that the crew of the Royal Princess had difficulties of finding information for
the route planning. For instance there were difficulties of finding things in the Admiralty List of Radio
Signals, ALRS 6(2): VTS reporting points were found under “Ship reporting systems” and not under the
expected headings “Sweden” or “Denmark”, further it was difficult to find the maximum air draught for a
ship passing Kastrup airport.
An observer also reported difficulties of finding information about the VTS reporting points in the ECDIS, as
well as difficulties finding the depth in the channel (Drogden). When the officer did not find it in the chart,
he looked in the Pilot book instead.

Communication
Too much communication
During at least one occasion a player was observed to turn down the volume of the radio due to large
amounts of irrelevant communication on the two radio channels listened to.
One of the observers noted that the VTS called up a ship to ask if it had pilot onboard. The observer
commented that there should be an easier or automatic way of showing whether or not there was a pilot
onboard (e.g. by a tag on the AIS symbol).
A lot of unnecessary communication took place where the VTS asked about things that was already
displayed among the AIS information (e.g. destination and draught). See also comments under “trust” on
this issue.
Too little communication
On one occasion as the tanker passed Helsingborg-Helsingör one of the ferries showed no sign of giving
way although required to do so by the Colregs. In the last moment the tanker made a 360 degree turn to
avoid a collision. No attempt was made from the tanker to contact the ferry.
In Managing Collision Avoidance at Sea the Nautical Institute presents results from an investigation
studying 100 collisions reports from maritime authorities in UK, USA, Australia, New Zeeland and Sweden.
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In their findings, communication problems ranked high in the list of unsafe acts. “The most frequently
made mistakes were lack of communication and misinterpreting received information.” (Lee and Parker,
2007, p. 2). The major underlying issue found was the reluctance of navigators to exchange information.
Ships not answering calls
During the simulation it happened several times that ships did not answer calls. An example was in a
meeting situation between TC Gleisner and Royal Princess on day 2 when Royal Princess tried to call T.C.
Gleisner on channels 16 and 71 while T.C Gleisner was busy on the phone and talking to the pilots on
channel 13.
This was sometimes due to that the ships involved in the simulation did not have radio sets with dual watch
while they were attending other VHF channels. But comments from the seafarers and VTS operators
involved in the simulation stated that this was not an uncommon situation in real life either.
Calls to the wrong participant
As an example of this, one ship leaving anchorage outside Copenhagen day 2 was supposed to call the VTS
but instead calls Copenhagen Port on the VTS channel. Copenhagen port was busy in a call with another
ship which in turn did not answer. One could call this a frustrating situation of miscommunication that was
lasting for about 30 minutes.
Communication issues
In the second day simulation (busy), we used a form of remote pilotage. We found that during the remote
pilotage there were issues with communication. Other stations could not get through to the ship while this
was going on, probably due to the bridge crew being very concentrated on the task and not hearing other
calls.
Many ships have “impossible names” for some reason. It could be business (naming your ship after the
main customers, for example Stora Korsnäs Link 1, in all countries but Sweden she was called SK Link 1),
tradition in a shipping company (long family names) or difficult to know how to pronounce (for example
Asian names to westerners, or western names to Asians).
Another example is the incident with the Swedish coaster Sommen and the French Naval ship Somme
arriving to the same German port at the same time. The mishearing of names was expected but could have
resulted in a “diplomatic” incident as the port almost let the small coaster in before the French Naval ship.

Trust
During the simulation the VTS operator called each ship approaching the Sound asking for draught and
destination. He reported that this was practice by the Sound VTS. Draught and destination is information
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transmitted by the AIS, however this information is often wrong or missing. A few minutes of search on the
live AIS sites on the web reveal several ships lacking information among them the mysterious ship north of
Bornholm in Figure 6. It is worth noting that it is a legal requirement for the data to be correct and it should
be clear to a VTS what they should do if it is not. At present, for example, Dover Strait Coastguard issues a
warning.

Figure 6. This screen shot from LiveAIS shows just one
example of a ship with missing information. The. MMSI number
belongs to the tanker Pacific Innovator, 183 m long and built
2008 (revealed by a quick search on the internet).

But even if the AIS reported draught and destination this information would often be wrong, reported the
VTS operator. Furthermore, the way and at what speed a call from the VTS was answered would say
something of the status of the ship. It was a question of “trust” according to the VTS operator, something
that was also confirmed by VTS experienced personnel in the analysis group.
Cruise ship captain: “In real life I just use ARPA – I do not trust AIS information”.
The observer on the cruise ship reported “None of the navigating officers trust AIS data for other vessels.
Interesting - a system that has high priority and has been pushed through”.
In a study in a VTS centre in Holland the operators used the radar picture for traffic organization. On a
question why they did not use AIS information they answered that the AIS information was not reliable
enough (EfficienSea WP 6 deliverable).
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Usability issues
Usability (earlier called user friendliness) issues were of course present in the simulation because of the
short time the bridge crews had to get acquainted with the instrumentation on the bridges. However, this
reflects the real situation for an officer working on the bridge for the first time, often left to find out for him
or herself how the particular brand of equipment works.
A particular difficulty that did not seem to be understood intuitively was the acquire target function on the
Transas 4000 radar on the two bridges. This function is often used for anti-collision purposes and should be
easy to use even for the first time.
The crew on the cruise ship commented on the screen resolution on the ECDIS where they had difficulties
to see the AIS information (too small letters – too high resolution on the display).
Too much information – too many vectors on the radar display. The cruise ship crew reported having
difficulties determining the heading of other ships due to too many vectors.

Discussion
This section provides a discussion of the results above, as well as suggested solutions or ways forward.

Training
There is a constantly changing plethora of software used on the bridge. Training in the maritime academies
can only give general knowledge on the use of e.g. radars and ECDIS’s. The specifics of an individual brand
have to be learned onboard. Testimonies of the need for training have been given above. There is now a
need for improved methods of training. Considering that the seafarers spend long hours onboard, the area
of edutainment and serious games should be explored. For instance, games involving ship navigation where
the player has to use a radar or and ECDIS of the same brand as the one on the ship’s bridge. A suggestion
would be that the manufacturers of bridge equipment also had a serious game web site where mariners
could log in and play and train at the same time. These games need to be developed by game designers in
cooperation with seafarers and human factors experts to make sure they really attract the target group.

Communication
Too much communication
High frequency of communications not relevant to a particular ship may be a distraction in situations of
high workload and may lead to, as observed, that the bridge crew turn down or even turn off their VHF
efficiensea.org
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sets. This, in turn can lead to a situation where other ships or shore cannot reach the ship. And also that
important information, relevant to the particular ship is not heard. This might have been the case in the
Pomerania – Rio Grande collision 2005, commented on below.
Using the bridge as a “switch board” for all incoming calls to the ship is another problem also encountered
in the simulation where the captain of the cruise ship received a call from the shipping company during
piloting and asked to have the call transferred to the information desk. Not all ships have “information
desks.” This leads to unnecessary extra work and distraction on the bridge and could potentially
compromise safety.
In the discussion with the analysis group suggestions of some kind of chat system was raised. On a graphical
interface (chart, radar?) connections between ships would be visible, maybe as connecting lines, and short
standard communications could be typed and saved as a threaded history, open and closable to avoid
cluttering. Concerns were raised about hiding the chart under dozens of chat boxes.
Another solution discussed by the analysis group was “natural communication”. Communication should not
be hidden in separate VHF channels, but instead all could talk in an open communication space, like in a
large room. The voices talking should be presented on the bridge from the correct bearing, and with a low
volume corresponding to the distance, i.e. 3D sound. If you would want to call another ship you would raise
your voice or “ping” it by clicking its AIS symbol. Once in contact with a ship you could choose to enter into
a virtual “call booth” where you would have a close person-to-person communication while still being able
to hear other ships in the background. Outside a certain area calls would not be heard unless a directed call
was made to the ship. If a faint engine sound, individual for each ship in the close vicinity, maybe based on
the ships speed, and heard from the right bearing, was added in this natural communication environment,
situation awareness might be augmented.
Addressing the problem of using the bridge as a switchboard for incoming calls, a suggestion made by the
analysis group was to route all incoming calls to the ship to a land-based administrator in the ship-owners
office. This person could have access to all ship and cargo data and answer questions from pilots, ports etc.
and thus off-load some of the administrative work from the ship.
Too little communication
During the tanker-ferry incident on day 1 neither of the ships tried to contact each other on radio. In this
case the ferry was “unmanned” (the simulation instructor was busy elsewhere) but the right-of-way tanker
made no attempt of communication. The tanker otherwise behaved completely in accordance with the
Colregs. However, one might wonder why there was no attempt made to radio the ferry. A comment from
the observer group was about “a culture of silence” at sea: “a well run ship is a silent ship.” A comparison
can be made to the different car signalling cultures in different cities of the world.
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During the debriefing after the first day a suggestion was made regarding some kind of possibility to “ping”
another ship, just to make sure he was alert and on stand-by without actually having to make a voice call.
(“Ping” is a method of finding out if another computer is on-line and listening.) One of the observers made
a comparison with road or railroad bridges using a flashing white light to signal that it had observed the
approaching ship and was going to open the bridge eventually.
One of the original objectives of AIS was to reduce the amount of communication. Today we know that the
navigationally relevant amount of communication has lessened but not the “rubbish communication”. The
risk of this is that, before AIS, ships would communicate their intentions to other ships in a way so that
others listening in could deduce who they were, and where they were (e.g., “ship passing E8 buoy”). This
allowed for a “public awareness” or “joint situation awareness” which is partly lost now with less, and
directed, communication which will be hard to decipher for those with no AIS – and thereby not having
access to ship names (final year project by Olle Blomberg, Linkoping University). The problem is
exacerbated by use of mobile phones instead of VHF, again reducing the information available to all (e.g.,
pilots to tugs, other pilots and VTS).
Ships not answering calls
Communication problems due to ships not answering calls on the VHF were experienced several times
during the simulation. Sometimes this was due to the radio system used in the simulation which did not
have dual watch although many participants had two radio sets to be able to watch two channels
simultaneously. But statements from the participants involved shows that this is often the situation in real
life. Often this problem is due to that ships are listening and calling on different channels. For instance
during day 2 the passenger ship had difficulties contacting the tanker and had to ask the VTS for help to
locate on what channels she was listening to. A design suggestion here is to have the AIS system send out
the channels that the bridge VHF(s) are set to.
Furthermore, the remote pilotage situation seems to make the bridge crew very focused on this situation,
and seemingly less attention is available for picking up other calls. At present we have no explicit solution,
except careful testing for unwanted side effects when implementing any change to the work situation, be it
new technology, procedures or training.
Sometimes calls are not answered for other reasons than the VHF being set to another channel or high
workload. This could be for instance due to volume being turned down, interfering noise or sound/music on
the radio or on the bridge, lack of attention or even that the bridge is unmanned or the OOW is asleep or
drunk. During the weekend following the two simulation days, on Sunday 22 March 2009, a Bermuda
registered container ship manned with Russian crew, Karin Schepers, grounded on Amager in The Sound.
The Danish navy had for one hour tried to call the ship on VHF without success after having noticed that
she was off course. A navy helicopter sent out to warn the ship observed that no one was on the bridge.
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After the ship had grounded the boarding pilots found the drunken officer sleeping on the bridge couch.
The captain was likewise drunk. Situations similar to this frequently appear.
Another case is the collision between the Polish Ropax ferry Pomerania and the Swedish tanker Rio Grande
31 of January 2005 (Sjöfartsinspektionen, 2006). The right of way tanker several times called the ferry on
the VHF but got no answer. On the ferry bridge the lookout tried to make the OOW aware of the
approaching tanker but the OOW took no action.
Could a video picture from a web-cam on the bridge be transmitted to ships in the vicinity? That would
definitely be an intrusion on integrity of the bridge crew but would give clear evidence to whether or not
the bridge was manned in cases where no one would answer calls on the VHF.
Ships not aware of each other
In the July 2007 issue of the Nautical Institute’s Seaways Harry Gale and David Patraiko presented findings
from an investigation of causes of collisions and grounding from the last 10 years. In 23 percent of the
collisions the reason was poor lookout and in a surprising 13 percent of the collisions the two ships were
completely unaware of the other vessel until (or just before) they collided. The “naturalistic sound
environment” suggested above might be a solution to that ships in the absolute vicinity are not aware of
each other. Something to consider is what will happen in Singapore strait or other crowded places where
the traffic intensity is immense. Maybe the “information horizon” then needs to be closer.

Trust
It was obvious to us that AIS information was not trusted. The reason seemed simple enough: the AIS
information was often wrong or missing. At the same time there is another system that partly contains the
same information, the SafeSeaNet (SSN). SSN is a distributed network that links the maritime
administrations of the EU Member States (including Norway) in accordance with the EU directive
2002/59/EG with the purpose of increasing the efficiency of the maritime supervision. Information in the
SSN is entered through the web and stored in local databases in each member state. This information can
be accessed by VTS centers, pilots, ports and other authorities. Such information as destination, ETA and
ETD, draught, people onboard is in this system. These were some of the most frequently asked questions
by the VTS operator during the simulations. It seems obvious that there should be an automatic function so
that information is taken from the SSN to the AIS. The aim should be that no information should need to be
entered more than once, and by an identified official that is closest to the source of the information. We
recognize that how to guarantee the authenticity of the information is an area that needs to be carefully
considered.
The information should also include technical ship facts allowing shore based rescue services to make
computations and recommendations on for instance stability and ballasting.
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Earlier studies show that the “better the picture”, the higher the trust. This means that a system that looks
and feels trustworthy will be trusted even if the underlying data is not valid. An example is ECDIS with
underlying questionable depth data. This has two design implications: make sure your system is
trustworthy if it looks it, and make sure that unreliable data is clearly indicated on a system.
One important question of trust concerns the interaction between an operator and the system. This
interaction is of major importance if advantages are to be gained between the operator and technical
system. Extensive research on the subject had been made in both the aircraft and shipping industry. In the
literature eleven parameters have been identified affecting operators trust towards new technical systems.
Of these parameters four have been identified as more important regarding trust to a system than the
others. These four are predictability, usefulness, robustness and responsibility. One recommendation could
be that any prototype system should evaluate these four factors in particular, as they seem to have a more
obvious effect on users’ trust in a new system. However, this is only valid for one system, if there are two or
more systems monitored the complexity increases drastically. There literature is limited considering
“system trust” when systems of systems are developed, or new systems are integrated with old systems.

Usability issues
A solution to some of the usability issues is the S-mode function, a standard mode that some (radar, ECDIS)
or all bridge equipment can be reset to by pressing an S-mode button. Work is ongoing in cooperation with
the Nautical Institute. However it does not help for issues like the problem of acquiring targets on the
Transas 4000 radar. Here the only remedy would be a standardization of the interaction process. This might
be considered to be a product differentiator by manufacturers.

Exchange of intentions
Several radio calls during the simulation were made to ask for intentions. One of the observers commented
that “most radio communications is about asking for intentions”. How can intentions be communicated to
other ships? By, for example, relaying waypoints ahead? And how can this intended track be trusted if the
ship is allowed to deviate from it, which it must in for instance collision situations? Furthermore, we mus t
consider the lifespan of an intention. How long does the officer have to stand by his intention (perhaps
transmitted to other ships by some means) and how will changes be transmitted, due to anti-collision
manoeuvres or similar? It is easy to predict many intentions and many changes, making normal situations
very hard to overview and assess at any one point in time due to the dynamics of intentions.

Method discussion
This sections contains a brief discussion on method issues that may have influenced the results.
The fact that we had no real VHF radio sets but instead communicated with a number of handheld UHF
stations with only 4 channels and no dual watch had some implications to the simulation although some
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participants were equipped with two UHF sets to simulate a realistic opportunity to watch more than one
channel at a time. VHF channels 16, 71 (Sound VTS), 13 (pilot) and 69 (working channel) was mapped on
UHF channels 1 – 4 respectively.
One of the participants, the coaster ship was placed in the simulation control room. This had some
implications to the simulation because she could hear all communications that went on because the
communication hub was at the instructors desk. Also, through technical limitations she was not able to con
her ship in a normal fashion, instead her ship was locked in track mode following the voyage plan and when
she needed to tweak or deviate from the track she had to ask the instructor for help. This resulted in a
somewhat unrealistic working situation that affected the realism.
Some participants did not have access to all the tools or instruments they normally would have had but this
has been taken into account in the analysis. Furthermore, it is the intention to keep gathering data on the
various participants to make the picture more and more complete.

Design suggestions
During the simulation and in the briefings and analysis several suggestions of design improvements were
brought forward.
•

The Ping Ship Graphical Confirmation Dialogue. See above under Discussion: Too little
communication.

•

VHF Channel Display. Have ships send with the AIS information which VHF channels their radio sets
are presently set to. See above under Discussion: Ships not answering calls

•

3D naturalistic sound conning environment. See above under Discussion: Too much
communication and Ships not aware of each other

•

On bridge WebCam. See above under Discussion: Ships not answering calls

•

Integrate AIS and SafeSeaNet. See above under Discussion: Trust.
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User needs
User needs for remote pilotage
Remote pilotage is an act of pilotage (as defined by the European Maritime Pilot’s Association):
[…] carried out in a designated area by a Pilot licensed for that area from a position other than on board
the vessel concerned to conduct the safe navigation of that vessel. (Hadley 1999)

This is a service that to some extent exists in several European ports today. There are also political
pressures to expand and spread the concept (Bjelfvenstam 2007), largely based on the perception that new
technologies (e.g. AIS (Robinson 1993)) will make extensive remote pilotage possible, with expectations of
increased efficiency and economic gains. This perception is however at best a considerable simplification
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and at worst completely unfounded. There are fundamental problems with remote pilotage that are not
technology-dependent (Bruno and Lützhöft, 2009). This means, essentially, that regardless of any
realistically conceivable technological developments, it will not be possible to replace an on-board pilot
with a shore-based pilot while maintaining the same level of safety. In certain contexts, these problems can
likely be mitigated; in most, they cannot, at least not to a sufficient degree.
In more concrete terms, remote pilotage will only be feasible for a segment of ships in easily navigable
fairways. Remote pilotage also depends heavily on the establishment of trust between the pilot and the
crew onboard the ship. This has implications for user needs that are perhaps not always considered. In the
following, this will be discussed and some high-level user needs will be presented. The discussion will relate
to the collection, integration, exchange, presentation and analysis of marine information, as this is the
foundation of IMO’s strategy for e-Navigation. The definitions of these five key areas follow IALA’s eNavigation User Needs Capture Methodology Template (International Maritime Organization 2008).
The discussion is based on study visits, observations and interviews carried out at four different VTS
centers, with shore-based pilots, VTS operators and administrative staff as informants.

User needs for collection
e-Navigation should allow the collection of all appropriate information needed to support the task of
remote pilotage by all available means
The crucial points here are that the information collected should be “appropriate” and “needed to support
the task”. For information needs, the standard information that is normally present in today’s VTS centers
(i.e. a radar image, AIS information, various databases, cameras) should suffice. More detailed information
(e.g. AIS-data about rate of turn, rudder position, heading) is not perceived as necessary and indeed has
been shown to lead to information overload and less efficient work in a remote pilotage setting (Beimers
2008). Collection of such information is thus inappropriate, and therefore contrary to the principles of eNavigation.
With regards to technology, there has to be a high reliability in the data collection, as remote pilotage is a
safety-critical service and the consequences of a total loss of data could be severe.
The user needs for collection can be summarized as:
•
•

Collect “standard” VTS information, including radar, AIS, CCTV camera pictures and databases.
Maintain high degrees of reliability and redundancy in the collection process to ensure that sufficient
information for the provision of remote pilotage always is available.
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User needs for integration
e-Navigation should integrate all appropriate data and information needed to support remote pilotage
The integration user needs relates to the integration of the collected information into an actual system.
This means that, apart from the collected data, there is also a need to take the status of the integration
process into account. To be appropriate, the integration must be performed in a manner that is adapted to
the needs of the user.
Field studies at VTS centers indicate that the integration processes are too opaque today. VTS operators
find it hard to understand the sources of the information they are presented with, and in many systems it is
not immediately obvious if e.g. a radar failure should occur, because the various data sources are too
integrated. Further work with e-Navigation should thus, as far as integration is concerned, focus on making
the integration processes more transparent. Not so transparent as to interfere with the normal work of the
operator, but at least transparent enough for the operator to be fully aware of what information comes
from which data source.
As with collection, high reliability is also needed, and data that is invalid should be filtered out and the
operator informed of the problem. This is a problem today, when operators e.g. have seen too much
incorrect AIS information in the system and as a consequence has stopped trusting the AIS at all.
The user needs for integration can be summarized as:
•
•
•

The collected data should be integrated into a system for presentation.
The integration process should be made transparent enough to enable operator awareness of how
the presented information is related to the various data sources.
The integration must have a high degree of reliability, and invalid data should be filtered out.

User needs for exchange
e-Navigation should allow for the exchange of any data or information needed to support remote pilotage
Data exchange can be considered to be the automatic or manual dissemination of data and information
throughout the bigger system consisting of ships and shore stations. This includes ship-ship, ship-shore and
shore-shore data/information exchange.
This is a huge area of e-Navigation that encompasses everything from normal VHF communication ship-toship (e.g. asking for intentions) to highly automated data transfers. The user needs are thus diverse, but
most are not specific for remote pilotage. For example, access to and data transfers between databases are
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important for the system as a whole, including VTS operators and harbor managers. Furthermore, many
important technical needs (i.e. standardization of data formats to allow for seamless exchange) are beyond
the competence of this author and will not be discussed.
The primary user need for exchange in a remote pilotage context is exchange of the actual remote pilotage
instructions. This can presumably be accomplished either through VHF communication or a data link
system. Other user needs involve the transmission and confirmation of “background” information such as
passage plans, if that is a part of the remote pilotage procedure. It is also important to consider how the
exchange takes place. For example, earlier studies in this and other domains has shown that verbal
communication can be very important for the establishment of trust between two people who are not colocated. It is thus likely that VHF communication should remain the primary mode of exchange when it
comes to instructions. Other necessary exchanges could possibly be accomplished in a more automated
manner. In any case, the format for exchanges should be carefully considered and adapted to the relevant
context.
The user needs for exchange can be summarized as:
•
•

There should be a robust method (technically as well as procedurally) for exchange of remote
pilotage instructions, based on VHF communication.
All other necessary data exchanges should be adapted to the actual work situation of the operator
and should not distract from the primary task.

User needs for presentation
e-Navigation should facilitate the clear presentation of all information pertaining to remote pilotage in a
manner that supports the decision making process, engages the user and minimizes any risk of distraction
or over burden. It should also provide easy to use facilities for a user to interact with the system and input
data
The information pertaining to remote pilotage should be presented in a clear and engaging manner that
supports the decision making process and minimizes the risk of distraction or over burden. The clear
presentation pertains to showing only the relevant geographical area, minimizing clutter etc. The display
should preferably also be configurable according to individual operator preference. The decision making
process can be supported with means such as presenting the configuration of the sea space (the division
into e.g. different sectors manned by different operators) but for the most part, the decision making
processes of shore-based pilots and VTS operators seem to depend more on experience and recognition
than on any particular attribute of the information presentation.
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Making the presentation engaging relates to distraction and over burden. The operator need to be engaged
so as to not be distracted, but not so engaged as to be too overloaded to focus on the task at hand. These
are however primarily organizational factors that involve e.g. shift length, general work procedure,
workload etc. Trying to solve them through technology design is not the right way.
The system should also have a high degree of usability for interaction and input tasks. This can be achieved
by designing the system with the help of a user-centered design methodology. This is often not the case
with VTS systems today; operators often complain that their systems are hard to use and that information
is hidden away in menus or dialog boxes that require many sequential steps to access.
The user needs for presentation can be summarized as:
•
•
•

•
•

The information display should show the relevant geographical area with a minimum of clutter.
The display should preferably be configurable by the operator.
It does not seem particularly relevant to support decision making in this domain by particular way of
presenting information. Decision making is facilitated by experience and recognition, things that are
not directly related to how the information is presented.
It also does not seem relevant to try and manage operator engagement, distraction or over burden
through the information presentation. Those issues are better handled using non-technical methods.
The system should be made usable for its tasks through user-centered design (this also includes
physical ergonomic aspects). Important information should be easily accessed.

User needs for analysis
e-Navigation should support the user through the appropriate analysis of data and information to support
remote pilotage
Supporting the user through appropriate analysis of data and information likely refers to processing data in
various ways to help with e.g. decision making. As a category it is hard to distinguish from both integration
and presentation, and there are few user needs here that go beyond what has been presented above. It
was for example observed that the shore-based pilots in the Netherlands mainly work with raw radar data
that has not been subject to any particular analysis, and neither them nor other interviewed VTS operators
could perceive a need for more analysis. As it is generally important that systems that support e.g. decision
making are adapted to the user’s current decision making processes, it cannot be recommended that eNavigation introduces new extensive analysis methods in this domain.
The user needs for analysis can be summarized as:
•

There is no perceived need for extensive data analysis in this domain, beyond what is done by the
operators themselves.
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•

Any systems/algorithms that do analyze remote pilotage data should be carefully designed to
support, in a non-intrusive manner, the existing decision making processes of the operator.
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User needs for the port authority
While the simulation was going on, further data was collected by way of an interview with one of the
participants, namely the port manager of Copenhagen-Malmö Port (CMP). This person did not play a large
role in the simulation, so there was plenty of time for the observer to perform the interview. The topic of
the interview was the operation of the port. This was later analyzed from an e-Navigation perspective, to
identify possible user needs for port authorities.
The analysis indicates that the main concern of the port authority (as represented by this particular person)
relates to the e-Navigation concepts of collection and exchange, i.e. the collection of data, and the
automatic or manual dissemination of data and information throughout the larger maritime system. Many
of the comments related either to the direct communication with the ships or to data dissemination in
networks, e.g. the SafeSeaNet. The primary needs were perceived as a more efficient way of distributing
both operational and administrative information between e.g. ports, maritime authorities, agents, shipping
companies etc., and a safe and efficient way to perform the actual VHF communication with the ships.
The other three focus areas of e-Navigation (integration, presentation and analysis) did not figure
prominently in the interview (although it can be argued that there is some overlap between
exchange/collection and the other areas – this is due to the somewhat fuzzy nature of the concept
definitions). It seems likely that at least the presentation and analysis areas are more relevant for operative
personnel, e.g., VTS operators or ship officers. Integration could be important for port authorities but, as
noted, overlap to some extent with collection and possibly exchange.
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Appendix B – Mock-Up user feedback
Scandlines
Participants: Palle Jensen og Rasmus Nielsen, Mads Bentzen og Annemette Knagaard
The following are comments from Palle Jensen and Rasmus Nielsen regarding the demonstration of our
Mock-Up
SYMBOLS
They suggested giving the vessels different colors instead of giving them symbols according to the type of
vessels because they think It would be more easy to overview. They think it would be too much with a
picture of the vessels type. Instead it should be a little symbol and when you click it, it will show the real
ships type. Furthermore the symbol could change its color to red when the CPA is under the preset limit
They suggested that the routes were not visible before you clicked on the vessel. This matter has been
discussed and it is possible to select or deselect the routes in a dialog box.

RISK METER
They think the risk meter looks very interesting and we discussed the option for further parameters to base
the risk meter, so the navigator can spend his time more efficient and wisely.
It is very valuable to have the temporary changes from notices to mariners and have them to “pop up”
automatically on the screen when they are valid.
They cannot see the idea whit the “plug-in” mode, which each navigator has his own settings and screen
sets. They would prefer that the navigator had as few choices a possible in order to prevent mistakes and
wrong preferences.
They would prefer to have a back-up mode button on all vessels so they have the same setting no matter
on which vessel they navigate. Make the system as simple as possible.
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Sound VTS
Participants: VTS chief Per Bæk, Thomas Christensen (DaMSA) and Mads Bentzen (DaMSA)
He indicated that the VTS operator always would want the raw radar image on the screen.
We argued that a radar reflection always would result in a symbol on the screen, but Per was not convinced
that the operator would rely on an algorithm to produce symbols based on the radar image.
Idea: The system could show raw radar reflections of otherwise unidentified objects.
Per: The VTS operator wants to see both the raw radar image and the AIS, so the operator can make the
match himself, rather than an algorithm.
Per: It would be a great feature, if the VTS operator could see a 3D representation of what the navigator on
a given ship can see from his bridge.
Per: The dynamic predictor could be a great VTS tool.
Per: The VTS operator needs most relevant information on the screen at all time. I.e. the operator should
not have to click on a lot of icons in order to make relevant information pop-up.
Info: The VTS operator asks all ships about their current draft. If it doesn’t match the AIS information, then
the ship is asked to update the AIS info.
Per suggested that a synthetic voice on the bridge of all ships tells the navigator that he/she is entering a
VTS area.
Idea: Maybe information about the services in the area?
Per: It would be great if ships on the display were marked in some way, if they have a pilot on board.
Note: Show in the mock-up.
Note: Most (identified?) wrong AIS info is draft.
Per: Looks very helpful with MSI and METOC data in the chart.
Per: Why not scale the wreck symbol to indicate the area to avoid rather than showing a no-go area.
Note: Some information, for instance the no-go area, should possibly be shown relative to where the ship is
at a certain time. How should we do this?
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Note: Risk meter for VTS. How should this be shown?
Per: The operator would want more specific information concerning the current risk level. Which items on
the chart contribute to the risk? How much and in what way?
Per: Differ between the risk of grounding and the risk of collision.
Per: Great to be able to see which channel the ship is tuned in on.
Per: Scandlines would probably be interested in route exchange because Kronborg is at times blocking for
their radar signal.
Note: But that only blocks information which they then have on AIS! If they show AIS targets on their INS.
Per: Great if information needed by the VTS can be sent automatically.

EMS-Ship Management

Participants:

Thomas Holm Knagaard – Global Training Mangager – EMS Ship Management A/S
Mads Bentzen – DaMSA
Annemette Knagaard – DaMSA

Presentation of Mock-up
Following statements of Mr. Thomas Knagaard:
In my opinion it is brilliant to gather information central in one unit. It gives the navigator the possibility to
create an overview of the situation without moving around between different instruments and computers.
Regarding gathering the information centrally – including the radar picture, courses ect. – you should be
aware the information doesn’t “drown” or disappear in other information. There should be some filters,
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which makes it possible for the navigator to differ the absolute important information from the not so
important information.
Furthermore you should be aware of the use of the Mock-Up regarding navigating and using it in anticollision moments. Here I am referring to the use of electronic sea charts with its limitations and
possibilities, and also when operating the radar, you have to make sure that all targets are being
transferred and able to be plotted.
The use of AIS in e-Navigation is very good and gives a good overview of the routes, destination and so on.
In this way the navigator has a very good tool to create a quick overview of the situation, taken into
account the faults and uncertainties lie in the instruments.
The use of ALRS and ADLL is fine and gives a good and fast overview of the situation. I suggest that you view
the following homepage from Hydrographical office in the UK:
http://www.ukho.gov.uk/ProductsandServices/ElectronicCharts/Pages/Home.aspx
Here you find a number of digital products, which you perhaps could be inspired of.

The following is concerning use of the system when route planning and optimization of navigation:
The use of no-go areas taken you depth into account is essential, but it demands very good measurements
and precise data to be safe information for the navigator. By using radar overlay you could use index-lines –
wheel –over lines and danger zones right on the presentation. The possibilities are many – but taken the
amount of information into account – there is an overhanging danger for information overflow.
Concerning optimization of navigation I suggest that you contact Force Technologies. They work with a
programme for navigation – and operation optimization. The contact person is Thomas Eefsen – Senior
Project Manager.
The use of a “Risk-Meter” is very interesting and it contains a lot of possibilities for the navigator. It gives
him several scenarios of a given situation before he makes his decision regarding an oncoming maneuver.
My only worry about this would be those parameters, which shall base the decision: How will this risk be
measured? Is it an anti-collision tool? And is it possible for the navigator to set the CPA/TCPA himself or
how will that be performed? And concerning the risk of grounding, will that be assessed according to
draught and water depth? What about tide and squat effect? All the above mentioned must be taken into
account when performing the risk-meter in my opinion.
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It is essential that the navigator is aware of the risk-meter as being a tool to help him in decision making
and not a parameter telling him exactly what to do. The “Risk-meter” is not telling right from wrong, it is
only guidance for the navigator. So it is very important that you withdraw the human factor in the decision
making as to the bridge team management.
Another possibility with your system could be the possibility of exchanging information between ship and
shore. Here I refer to information concerning ships and crew documents etc. But also the possibility to
monitor the cargo on a tanker for example, which would be of great relevance for both ship and shore and
even the ship-owners. Furthermore the customers could monitor their cargo; this is already being done in
the container business
I hope that some of my comments can be helpful in further development of the revolution e-Navigation
and I would very much like to participate in further work and test bed task if wanted.
Thomas Holm Knagaard
Global Training Manager
EMS Ship Management A/S

BIMCO - Copenhagen
Participants: Aron Sørensen, senior marine technical officer, Nicholas Mahony marine manager
Thomas Christensen og Annemette Knagaard
BIMCO has not gone that far with e-Navigation yet and they are first and foremost concentrating on what
the shipowners want and what they do not want. Their basic position is, that it is mostly coastal countries
with VTS stations that can make use of e-Navigation in general. Furthermore it can be used in pollution
situations and for monitoring and operation optimizing. TCO – Total Cost Operation is also a topic to
BIMCO.

Inputs from Aron Sørensen and Nicholas Mahony on e-Navigation in general:
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•

•

•

They see e-Navigation as a tool to improve safety on board the vessels and the cost should not be
too much. They also see possibilities for business opportunities and cost benefits in e-Navigation
and not just the safety advantages.
BIMCO does not have a tradition for establishing work groups, so therefore it is not likely that they
will set down such a group, but they would be interested in joining a conference on e-Navigation,
which DaMSA will arrange the coming year.
BIMCO delivers recommendations to the maritime committee in IMO, who thereafter passes them
on to decision committees.

Inputs from Aron Sørensen and Nicholas Mahony on our Mock-up:
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The mode should not be called head up because it is not gyro-stabilized.
There can be other dangers to the no-go areas such as squat. This is very important to ships with a
low under keel clearance and high speed, so this should certainly be taken into account.
They do not believe that it is possible to remove the radar picture from underneath the display.*
Regarding the question marks on unknown vessels they think there will be too many questions
marks, because there will be a lot of vessels that doesn’t have the e-Navigation system nor AIS. The
question marks should not be shown in any case because it indicates that it should be investigated
and that will remove the navigator’s attention from the important targets. It is not important to the
navigator if it is small vessels not coming close to his route or course line. Instead they should be
shown as normal vectors as we know them from the radar or the vector sea chart.
The route exchange cannot be used in anti collision situations, because very often the vessel will off
route.
To have a flag indicating that the vessel is under pilotage is a Danish phenomenon because we do
not have compulsory pilotage in the Danish waters, so it is not very useful in the world outside of
Denmark.
It is not all in waters it is relevant with current information but if it is relevant it would be nice to se
the impact on the vessels and not just a digit.
There should be an Info pop-up if the current changes.
Other vessels in the area are most likely not interested in exchanging the Dynamic Predictor, so it
should not be.
You should interconnect the maneuver index with ”no-go areas”.
Maneuverability symbols: The funnel is too large to illustrate the actual maneuverability in the
Mock-Up version.
NO GO areas should have another color.
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•
•

•
•

They would like to have the ”raw” radar picture even though it is possible to remove it.
They perceive the routes as a large risk to the navigator and the safety, because it is not secure to
use as an anti collision tool, but only as an indication of where the vessel is intended to go. This is
primarily an advantage for the VTS centers.
They suggest day- and night symbols on the vessels so the navigator easily can get an overview
concerning the vessels maneuverability or restrictions according to COLREG.
The ”Risk-Meter” was discussed intense, and apparently BIMCO thinks it is a good idea, but difficult
and very complex to produce and make it reliable.

*After a visit to our Polish Partners and their VTS station in Gdynia, it has shown that the raw radar picture
can be removed from the screen, it can also be selected as the traditional radar picture, and this was up to
the individual VTS operator on duty.

Furthermore BIMCO believes that it would be a good idea to get other than Danish navigators to participate
in the test beds, as there is a large difference between the navigator’s worldwide, especially due to
different education levels and cultural differences.
Last but not least, BIMCO said that they were very interested in participating in our upcoming conference.
Their contribution could perhaps be a work shop.

DaMSA’s bouytenders
Generally very positive to all services presented in Mock-up.

Regarding the tool giving theoretic observation distance of buoyage, the bouytenders crew think it
is VERY theoretic.
May be possible on light houses – but doubt a useful tool can be made for buoys.

Ideas for other services:
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-

Presentation in which turn pilots are boarded if several vessels are approaching pilot
station.

-

Detailed harbor information if clicked. Including picture overview.

-

Intelligent alarm systems – e.g. voice. Captain and Chief Officer have experience in this
field and have participated in tests.

-

Route suggestions not only from VTS centers. An idea to give Search and Rescue
coordination centers the possibility to send search areas and patterns to participating
vessels.

Herning Shipping
Participants: Jan Eliassen, Vetting Manager, Herning Shipping
Dan Borg Larsen, Safety Officer, Herning Shipping
Anders J. Mikkelsen, Safety Officer, Herning Shipping
+ 1, Herning Shipping
Mads Bentzen, DaMSA
They were very positive to the idea of S-mode and it will really help the navigators that are often
serving on different vessels with different bridge equipment.
See an issue on the true/relative motion presentation; true motion on chart and relative motion
when doing collision avoidance.
The vetting perspective:
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How is it controlled that information (Chart corrections and MSI) has been received on vessel?
Today all navigators are to sign received NAVTEX messages when read. Is it possible to introduce
automatic documentation?
Automatic Route planning:
It is important that navigators are informed if changes are made to the planned route and if there
are changes to surroundings.
Mode:
Idea to show selected mode.
Mode selection could be controlled by vessels speed and geographic area.

Lyngsø Marine A/S (SAM Electronics)
Participants: Christian Madsen Skytte, Sales Manager/Navigation, Lyngsø Marine
Erik Styhr Petersen, Deputy Director Technology/Naval Architect, Lyngsø Marine
Mads Bentzen, DaMSA
Compared EfficienSea/ WP4 e-Navigation with work already done in MARNIS project, e.g. the
transmission of search areas and patterns. Suggested we talk to the Canadian Coastguard that
uses integrated systems – drift, AIS, etc. in a single display.
Maybe-go areas are ENC standard.
3D presentation:
They are skeptical towards the idea of 3D presentation. Will it be valuable to the navigator? Will the
costs to produce full scale 3D charts correspond to improvement in safety of navigation?
It should be possible to reject route suggestion from VTS.
They believe that S-mode was invented by the Nautical Institute.
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Danish Pilots – Dan Pilot
Participants; Søren Vesterskov, Ivar Svane: Danpilot
Thomas Christensen: DaMSA
The pilots were in general very positive towards the e-Navigation concept and the specific ideas
presented in the mock-up.
They anticipate that e-Navigation standards could be a huge benefit to tankers that today are
forced to follow different oil company’s vettings. There has been an attempt to standardize vettings
(SIRE), but this was never a success.
Some ship owners demand that the navigators follow their planned route rather strictly. This
sometimes results in undesirable behaviour of the ship, because the navigator is reluctant to
deviate from his route. Maybe e-Navigation could have a solution?
The indicator of pilot on board (mock-up), is also relevant for other ships.
The pilots would want the current (t=0) current and the current x hours ahead to be shown always,
since this is very crucial information for the Navigator/Pilot.
They believe that salinity is a relevant parameter in harbours.
They think that the indication of the visibility of AtoN's is extremely useful.
They use their own navigation system (Maris), which they attach to the ships AIS from which they
get AIS targets and GPS. They must have their own display, because they cannot interfere with the
ships own systems, since it is still the navigator of the ship (not the pilot) which is responsible for
the navigation.

DFDS A/S
Participants: Thomas Mørk, Nautical Manager
Michael Stig, Nautical Inspector
Annemette Knagaard, DaMSA
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The Mock-up was presented and the overall impression was very positive.
Mr. Thomas Mørk and Mr. Michael Stig did not have any specific comments to the Mock-Up
presentation, because they thought the ideas were good and had good opportunity for continuous
development. The details could be adapted as the project proceeds.
The major concern of Mr Thomas Mørk was the means of communication, because if we intended
to use web based communication, he feared that it would be difficult, if not even impossible, to
transmit that large amount of data via web. To this we can answer that our intensions are to use
flexible communication systems which are based on several different systems. Naturally, enavigation services will be limited by the bandwidth.
Another concern of Mr. Thomas Mørk was the testbeds task and the permission to carry further
equipment on board. Their vessels are SOLAS vessels and therefore there are specific
requirements that must be kept. We assured Mr. Thomas Mørk, that we will see too the required
paperwork is done properly before testing.
They proposed that e-Navigation also could be used to send passengers list ashore as soon as
these are ready, and it should be done automatically. Furthermore, they thought it could be useful
to Anti Piracy because the information and statistics could be send immediately and all history will
appeared directly in the screen.
Furthermore they proposed that it should be possible on authority level to withdraw PSC reports,
Equasis, detentions etc. as a way to fight sub standard vessels in action. Another good tool could
be automatic reporting of environmental pollutions such as oil spill, IMDG cargo e.g. for fast
dissemination and efforts taken to and from the respective authorities.

The meeting ended with agreements on further cooperation on e-Navigation and DFDS’ S
passenger ships in the sound are available for the coming testbeds tasks.
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Input from Gunnar Tholander, Sjöfartsverket (SMA):
Risk meter:
It is hard to predict a certain risk in a dynamic situation onboard a vessel in relations to others without a
specific value. i.e. you desire nearest CPA should be 0,5 mile ahead of the vessel.( can be done various due
to the captain, and type of vessel ) Then you can make a risk area ahead of the vessel. Is the CPA closer the
risk increase up to 100% into a collision situation? If any vessel change course or reduce speed the risk
will be predicted. Perhaps an idea to develop or discuss?

Input from Erland Wilske, SSPA:
How does e-navigation system support different bridge team configuration from one man watch to large
bridge team. We often se in accident report the accident could have been avoided if person on duty had
used different sources of data (visual, radar, AIS, ECSDIS) while they were more relying on a single source
(often radar or visual).
It is important in integrated solution that there are functions for visualize and making transparency of the
source of the data (from sensor to the visual interface).
How do we integrate the mock-up/prototype into a more “full-mission environment” in order to test and
evaluate solutions?
Methods of testing
How do the solutions reflect the ambition to decrease common causation like fatigue and distinction by
other tasks not direct related to safe navigation of the ship.
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